Get Ahead in Your Language Studies

Summer 2022
World Languages Courses

ASL 101: American Sign Language I ONLINE

JAPANESE 101: Elementary Japanese I ONLINE

SPAN 101: Elementary Spanish I ONLINE
SPAN 101: Elementary Spanish I REMOTE
SPAN 102: Elementary Spanish II REMOTE
SPAN 201: Intermediate Spanish I ONLINE
SPAN 201: Intermediate Spanish I REMOTE
SPAN 202: Intermediate Spanish II ONLINE
SPAN 202: Intermediate Spanish II REMOTE
SPAN 301: Conversational Spanish REMOTE
SPAN 302: Presentational Spanish REMOTE
SPAN 304: Intro to Hispanic Literature ONLINE
SPAN 397: Creative Writing in Spanish REMOTE
SPAN 420: Spanish Sociogrammar ONLINE

WORLD 294/494: Bosnian Refugees in the U.S. ONLINE
WORLD 294/494: Refugees in the U.S. ONLINE
WORLD 315: Japanese Culture Through Film ONLINE
WORLD 321: Chinese Culture Through Film
WORLD 360: Central American Lit & Film ONLINE
WORLD 520: Foundations of Tech-Enhanced ONLINE

Please email us at worldlanguages@boisestate.edu or give us a call at 208-426-3956.
Visit our website at boisestate.edu/worldlang/